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1. (l 0%)The following observations are given for two variables x and y. 
x 3 13 4 7 12 20 19 10 
y6 9 19 21 23 31 11 ~ 

(a) (5%) Compute and interpret the sample covariance for the above data , 

(b) (5%) Compute and imerpret the sample correlation coefficient. 

2 , (10%) A diagnostic test for a certain disease is not 100% reliable in that, if a person h臼 the

社isease ， the test wiU detect it wì th probability 0 , 95 . And, if a person does not have the disease, 

出e test will repo口 that he or she does not have it with probability 0 , 98 . Only 1 % ofthe 

population , has the disease in question. If a person is chosen at random 企om the population and 

the diagnostic test indicates that ,he or she has the disease, what is the conditional probability 

that he or she does, in fact, have the disease? 

3. (3.0%) Answer the following questions: 

(a) (4%) What is pOdled variance? Under what condition shall the pooled variance be 

used? 

(b) (4%) What ls the main purpose of matched sample design (compared to independent 

S缸nple design)? 

(c) (8%) The sarnpling error is the absolute value ofthe difference between the value of 

an wlbiased point estimator and the value of 出? popul ation pararneter it estimates. 

But, because the value of the population par紅neter is unknown, how will the 

sampling error be meas LU'ed? 

(d尚) (仟4%) Is the statement 

union of these two event昀S. " correct? Please exp抖la位m1 

(e) (5%) What is 出epu中ose of.the pow前 curve?

的 (5%) What 叮e the siti.lations in which hypothesis testing procedurt' s 缸e commonly 

empJoyed? 

(背面仍有題目，請繼續作答)
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if: (1 2%) Please explaìn the following terms in detai.l an吐 state 出e relationship for each pai r: 
(a). Standardized Residual vs . Studentized Deleted ResiduaI 
(b). Outlier vs . In t1 uential ObservatÏon 
(c). A11tocorrelation 呵. MulticolJinearity 
(已). Comparisonwise Type I Error Rate vs. Experimentwìse Type J Error Rate 

S (1 1 %) Consider a completely randomized design involving 出ree treatment A, B, and C. lnstead of 
using ANOVA to comp缸e the truee means, multiple regression approach can be used to deal 
Wl曲曲is problem. Please write a rnultiple regression equat ion and defme a11 variables to 
complete the analysis of hypothesis testing. 

6 (8%) Please state the rationales for perfo rrn.ing a 0) Pararnetric 胡的的，個d (ii) Nonpararnetric 
m剖ysis ， i.e. , under what situations, for what reasons, and 叫th what objectives, wilI we use them, 
and also state the pros and cons for bo出 ofthe analyses . 

1. (l 0%) P!ease describe how to use X2 rest to perform both tests of (i) goodness of fits , and (ii) 
independence. You may use ill ustrative examples to cl缸i命 your descriptions. 

~. (9%) Regression analysis may generate 出e following residl叫 plots. Please state the possible 
causes and remedy strategies for each case: 

(i). (i i). (iii ). 
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